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About This Game

Hex: Origins is a casual puzzle game based on a complete hexagon themed colorful experience. Enjoy a refreshing, calming and
original experience, which is extremely easy to pick up but hard to master as you progress in the game. Across the multitude of
game modes and levels you will encounter, you must place pieces composed of anywhere from 2 to 10 and more hexagons, each

using up to 6 different colors.

Everything in the game is based on two simple rules:

You can place a piece anywhere on the board with no restrictions as long as all the neighboring tiles are empty.

If one hex has a colored neighbor on the board, at least one of those neighbors needs to match its color.

Building upon these simple rules, we added special board pieces and power-ups in order to create a fun and colorful experience.
As long as you keep placing pieces on the board, its requirements for placing pieces change - so be careful about the order,

colors and type of shapes you can use. Always plan ahead!

Gameplay

Hex: Origins offers you 4 different game modes, 2 available from the start, and 2 unlocked with tokens you earn while playing
the game:
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Classic: a linear experience bundled up in Episodes, structured into 6 Chapters, each containing 6 Levels that you can
play in 3 difficulties. Each Episode introduces new mechanics into gameplay and with each passing chapter, the
difficulty is slightly raised - but so are the rewards!

Flow: a linear experience similar to Classic, with the added requirement of connecting various battery pieces to light
bulbs in order to power them up! Carefully plan your colored ways across the board and take up the challenge! Don't
forget to fill up the board, though.

Exploration: Give up the static board and expand in any direction! Exploration maps feature a center starting point with
all the colors onto which you will start expanding in any direction you want.

Treasure Hunting: On rare occasions you will find treasure map fragments. Assemble them into a map and embark on a
thematic journey in order to find the hidden treasures of Hex: Origins. Always remember that X marks the spot!

Features

Over 800 levels of ever-increasing challenges with 3 difficulty options

Dynamic level difficulty & no unique solutions: the moves you make always alter the possible shapes that can be placed
thus making it easier or harder for yourself. As you place these pieces the game will try to generate pieces that you can
use. Plan ahead carefully. Finish a level in any way possible!

Shuffle mechanic: discard existing pieces and draw new ones in exchange for a tiny fraction of your progress bar.

5 power-ups that you can use to slightly alter or completely change the game board.

Special bonus shapes: from time to time a difficult to place piece will appear (9+ hex piece). Place it on the board and
successfully finish the level and earn extra rewards.

Complete in-game quests that range from easy to hard and get awesome rewards!

Open treasure chests and reap the rewards while you complete any level!

Unlock custom hex piece skins. Customize your board with that extra bling!

Customize the game experience with 9 beautiful backgrounds!

Cloud saving, achievements, stats, leaderboards, level editor, workshop and soon trading cards!
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Title: Hex: Origins
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pretty Bat Games
Publisher:
Pretty Bat Games
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2017
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Big Action Mega Fight is a brawler/beat ’em up that was originally made for smart phone devices, and it shows, but should be
given a chance. The short story is that it’s actually pretty good, and I can recommend the pickup, though there are some design
decisions that were made for the smart phone that don’t translate well on PC.

The combat is pretty good; it has a Guacamelee feel with the throwing of units into other units, while mixing it up with some
power-ups that include magical uppercuts, spin to win and more. The problem comes from the level design, levels are incredibly
short (1—2minutes) and this at times leaves you feeling unsatisfied at times.

The game has some RPG elements, at the end of levels you collect money and you can use it to upgrade your brawler. Very
basic stuff, increase HP, increase dmg, increase skill damage, it seems pretty balanced for the PC version, I never felt I had to
‘grind’ to get any levels up. One of the poorer elements copied over from the smart phone is how you choose your abilities. You
are only allowed one awesome ability per a level, but instead of choosing what you want it goes to a random roll system, now
you can reroll it but it cost you money, money that can (and should) be used to upgrade your character.

Now it may sound like I’m bashing the game a lot, but really I had a lot of fun with the game. It has funny pop culture humour, a
nice looking art style, solid gameplay and good replay value through a score system. It’s just a shame there’s small things, which
were obviously intended for smart phone that don’t translate well to PC. It’s a great first PC game for ‘Double Stallion Games’,
and hopefully we see them bring more titles catered towards PC gamers.

Gameplay, about half an hour in - https://youtu.be/48lJLKLtnD0. Ok so I gave it some time to review this but with 200 hours
into I feel like I can make a fair review.

First off THIS IS A GREAT GAME! With some serious potential. For $15 its way better then DayZ, Atlas, Ark, etc. I played
them all.

You kill A LOT of Zombies in this game. Almost to much....It can be frustating at night and annoying with the amount that
spawns. Are their some bugs? A few but non game breaking ones. Game looks GREAT!

Probably my FAVORITE thing about the game is it has a PVE zone (Start area and half of the current Map) and a PVP zone.
WHY CANT EVERY GAME DO THIS????? Problem is though is at least on my server PVP is non existent.....

Which brings me to my next point. Hardly anybody plays this game....Which is SAD! Because it's such a GREAT GAME!
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Content needs to be added and the DEVS have done a good job fixing/updating the game. Currently you only have access to id
say 25% of the map. But it's still HUGE! They have said they are going to add Vehicles which will be WELCOME. But you can
easly fast travel around so it's not like DayZ where you have to run/drive across the map.

Tons of guns/Melee weapons. Needs some work on melee and up close zombies with guns but I sure it will be worked out.

Honestly its soooooooo SAD! That not many people play this game.....But play trash like DayZ, Scum, Atlas, etc.

The game in its current state is fun but not much to do end game besides hack robots, and the slow PAINFUL grind to get to
level 40. But with a ton of map/zombies to have yet been releases I am hopeful that this game will be a hot one in a years time.. i
like this game it cool. This is not a music sequencer, it just plays random notes while the game looks pretty and is extremely
boring. What were they thinking? It would make sense if it was anything like EVERY EXTEND, which by the way is *free*
because that game at least isn't terrible This *is* terrible. Bought it for 1 EUR, regretted it.. Hello potential buyer.

I want you to know that most of the old reviews got this bundle at 50% the price, which made the bundle EXTREAMLY high
value.

The normal price of the items in the bundle is ~55$ without even including the mount. Which means that 31$ even if it is
expensive it is still a good value for money.

However I probably wouldn't\/cound't spend that much money for that bundle in the current price tag.

So if you wondering if it's worth it, YES IT IS, if you enjoy the game and have the money to spare, its a great deal.

If money is kind of an issue for you maybe wait for a potencial sale or other bundle as it doesn't offer anything exlusive with the
exception of the DOG,

or if you are after exlusive items, Ultimate Fan Pack is a much better deal.

. The game is obviously not supposed to be run on modern computer tech! It only cost me 50 pence in the sale, but Steam, why
bother? I used to love this game, so thats why i bought it, but the title screen and cirtain parts of the game dont look or behave
right due to graphics and FPS ect. Anyway the game does work but dont buy it if you have problems with flashing images.
I couldnt for the life of me sort it out, but, if someone knows what i need to do to make it stop flasing all over the place then hit
me up on chat pls.. Nowhere near Baba Yaga DLC with both content and idea, all cons are already stated in other reviews.
Not a new area for story map, but just a challenge mode map with very small quality, just a grindfest arena for players who like
to play the challenge modes, doesn't add anything new really except zombies and Lara has finally got a flashlight! , the area
seems a copy-paste trainyard from story map.
I got it with season pass, but cannot recommend it as a separate purchase, was expecting missions for story mode with new
locations to explore, this is just a mode activated from main menu as other challenge modes. I was quite hyped to play this game
of legendary status and so I'm very sad that I'm forced to refund it before I can truly immerse myself enough into its weird but
kinda sympathetic world...

And the reasons are mostly of technical nature - some of them aren't the fault of the porting team, some probably are...
My main gripe with the game is the limit to 30 frames per second - just like in the original admittedly and not D3T's (the
porting teams') fault, as it would probably require too much work to make it 60 FPS. But they at least could have made the
frame-pacing less godawful! Even the SpecialK mod doesn't seem to help much - the frames are very uneven and the game feels
even more choppy because of that. Add to it the camera that is quite close to the character (especially indoors) and its wobbly
movement and you're guaranteed motion sickness if you're prone to it! x(

I played for about 1.4 hours but I was getting dizzy and sleepy due to the aforementioned problems very quickly. But even
without them my first impressions weren't particularly good: from the obnoxiously loud sounds in the menus to the repetitive
music, cheesy dialogue and cliche story to the bad controls...

Maybe I will give the game another try someday but it's rather unlikely... Maybe on consoles on a TV that upscales 30 FPS to 60
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it would be more tolerable but right now I just can't recommend it if you're sensitive to to those issues... :(

I kinda liked the atmosphere of the small Japanese town but that's pretty much all.... If you like adventure games you'd be doing
yourself a disservice in buyig this titlle. The dialogue is lukewarm, the puzzles are hideously easy (Most required items being in
the same room.) and the ending has to be one of the biggest let downs in the history of video games. The story is rather
incoherent, and there is no real closure or sense of satisfaction after the credits roll. SAVE YOUR MONEY.
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The good things:

- It feels like a PS2 game (Nostalgia glasses: on)

The bad things:

- It feels like a PS2 game (Nostalgia glasses: off)

Joke aside: There are plenty of other F2P online Plane shooters/simulator, they're probably all better.. This game is absolutely
awesome.

I'm playing it in VR.
Though the graphics are pretty simple, this is a super hard turn based strategy game and there's not enough of that in VR.

If you're craving something turn based, this will provide you hours and hours of fun.

The game seems to be extremely long compared to most VR games with multiple campaigns and lots of stuff to unlock.

Don't listen to the negative reviews.
People seem to be complaining about things being locked at first, but if it were all unlocked right at the beginning, the game
would be too easy.

This is hard enough that I had to start over multiple times in order to get a feel for how careful you have to be in planning
things, but once I got going, it's a lot more satifiying to play a game of this caliber. The unlocks also reward you for winning
battles and leveling up just like any game of this type needs so I don't get that complaint.

I couldn't recommend this more.

I hope the developer continues to make turn based games in VR.
There are so few. Not a single regular turn based RPG yet at all.
This will fix your craving either way,
Don't miss this one.. La NJT ALP-46 est un des rares DLC produit par DTG avec un tr\u00e8s bon niveau de qualit\u00e9. Il
n'y a pour ainsi dire pas de bug et m\u00eame en \u00e9tant perfectionniste, je n'ai rien trouv\u00e9 \u00e0 lui reprocher. Ah
si, un d\u00e9tail : les \u00ab ditch lights \u00bb ne fonctionnent que d'un c\u00f4t\u00e9 de la locomotive, ce n'est pas trop
grave... Mais c'est un peu dommage surtout que pour une fois, le conducteur change de poste de conduite en fonction du sens de
la marche. Comme quoi m\u00eame chez DTG ils sont capables de le faire, on se demande juste pourquoi ce n'est pas toujours
le cas. Mon seul regret, c'est le syst\u00e8me d'affichage des vitesses moins pratique que dans l'ALP-45DP. C'est un achat que
je ne regrette vraiment pas (je me le serais fait rembourser si ce n'\u00e9tait pas le cas). M\u00eame les sons ne sont pas aussi
m\u00e9diocres que d'habitude. Avec les sc\u00e9narios de High Iron Simulations aka elphaba, on a vraiment du plaisir \u00e0
conduire sur les lignes North Jersey Coast & Morristown.. Highly recommended!!!. Nice little match3 game, pretty fun to play
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